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HARD DIFFRACTION IN LEPTON�HADRONAND HADRON�HADRON COLLISIONSA. BialasM. Smoluhowski Institute of Physis, Jagellonian UniversityReymonta 4, 30-059 Kraków, Polande-mail: bialas�th.if.uj.edu.plandH. Niewodniza«ski Institute of Nulear PhysisRadzikowskiego 152, 31-342, Kraków, Poland(Reeived July 9, 2002)Dediated to Stefan Pokorski on his 60th birthdayIt is argued that the breakdown of fatorization observed reently inthe di�rative dijet prodution in deep inelasti lepton indued and hadronindued proesses is naturally explained in the Good�Walker piture ofdi�ration dissoiation. An expliit formula for the hadroni ross-setionis given and suessfully ompared with the existing data.PACS numbers: 13.60.Hb, 13.85.Md, 13.87.�a1. Di�rative prodution of hard jets has been reently measured by theCDF ollaboration [1℄. When ompared with the hard di�ration observedearlier at HERA [2, 3℄, these measurements revealed a dramati violationof Regge fatorization. The measured di�rative struture funtion is aboutone order of magnitude smaller than that predited from fatorization [1,4,5℄.Two mehanisms were invoked to explain this disrepany between thedata from (virtual)photon-indued and hadron-indued di�ration.The �rst one [6, 7℄ explains the redution of the di�rative ross-setionin hadron-indued proesses by multiple exhanges of �soft� gluons arryingolor and thus destroying the rapidity gap (whih de�nes � experimentally� the di�rative dissoiation). Consequently, the original result must bemultiplied by a �gap survival probability� whih measures the probabilitythat no soft gluon was exhanged between the olliding partiles.(2635)



2636 A. BialasIn the seond mehanism the �Pomeron �ux� (whih annot be uniquelyde�ned in Regge theory) is renormalized when the inident photon is re-plaed by the proton (to prevent violation of the unitarity ondition) [8℄.In the present note I would like to suggest that:(a) The observed e�et an be understood in terms of the Good�Walkerpiture [9℄ in whih the di�rative dissoiation is treated as a onse-quene of absorption of the partile waves1.(b) The magnitude of the fatorization breaking an be quantitatively es-timated from the data on proton�proton elasti sattering.2. In the Good�Walker formulation of di�ration dissoiation the in-ident partile state j i is expanded into a omplete orthonormal set of�di�rative eigenstates� j ni whih are eigenstates of the sattering opera-tor T : T j ni = tnj ni ; (1)where the eigenvalues tn are positive numbers2, not greater than 1.To alulate the amplitude for the transition from the inident state j ito a �nal state j 0i (orthogonal to j i) one expands also j 0i into the setj ni. Then the amplitude for the transition from j i to j 0i an be expressedin terms of the expansion oe�ients and the eigenvalues tn.This relation takes a partiularly simple form [10, 11℄ if the expansionof the observed states into the di�rative states is quasi-diagonal, i.e. if weonsider only small quantum �utuations:j i = j 1i+ "j 2i+ : : : j 0i = �"�j 1i+ j 2i+ : : : ; (2)where ", the probability amplitude for the �utuation, is a small number(we shall neglet "2)3. The relation between the expansion oe�ients ofj i and j 0i follows from the orthogonality ondition.Using (2) we obtain (keeping only the terms linear in ")h 0jT j i = " (t2 � t1) = " (h 2jT j 2i � h 1jT j 1i)= " �h 0jT j 0i � h jT j i� : (3)This formula, disussed in a similar ontext already some time ago [10, 11℄,is the starting point of our further disussion.1 Another version of this idea (rather di�erent from the one presented here) was reentlydisussed in [4℄.2 We use the onvention in whih the high-energy elasti amplitudes (in impat pa-rameter representation) are real.3 : : : denote other possible small terms of the order ". They do not a�et our argument.



Hard Di�ration in Lepton�Hadron and Hadron�Hadron Collisions 2637To give a de�nite physial meaning to the Good�Walker piture we haveto de�ne the di�rative eigenstates. Following [12℄ (see also [4, 13℄) we as-sume that the di�rative eigenstates are states with a �xed parton numberand on�guration in the transverse (impat parameter) spae. This is a nat-ural hoie sine the partons, being elementary, annot be exited and, athigh energy, their transverse on�guration is expeted to remain unhangedduring the ollision.3. Consider �rst the photon-indued reation: j�i ! jjetsi. We writej�i = j0i+ "jhardi jjetsi = �"�j0i+ jhardi ; (4)where j0i denotes the state with no partons and jhardi a state ontainingsome hard partons (deaying into the large transverse momentum jets in the�nal state).Substituting (4) into (3) we obtainhjetsjT j�i = " (hhardjT jhardi � h0jT j0i) = "hhardjT jhardi (5)beause h0jT j0i = 0. Eq. (5) is well known sine the early disussion of ve-tor dominane model [14℄. One sees that it an be interpreted in the Reggelanguage: the elasti amplitude hhardjT jhardi represents the �Pomeron ex-hange� and " is the orresponding oupling4.4. Consider now the prodution of jets in di�rative proton�protonollisions5, i.e. the transition jP i ! jP 0 + jetsi, where jP i denotes theinident proton and jP 0 + jetsi ontains the soft proton remnants (P 0) andhard jets observed in the �nal state.We thus write jP i = jsofti+ "jsoft0 + hardi ;jP 0 + jetsi = �"�jsofti+ jsoft0 + hardi : (6)When introdued into (3) this giveshP 0 + jetsjT jP i = " �hsoft0 + hardjT jsoft0 + hardi � hsoftjT jsofti� : (7)To exploit this formula we have to estimate the elasti amplitudes in ther.h.s. To this end we �rst �nd that up to �rst order in "hsoftjT jsofti = hP jT jP i : (8)4 Note, however, that (5) is more general: hhardjT jhardi represents the full elastiamplitude, so it may ontain the exhange of any number of Pomerons. Note alsothat, unlike the standard Regge formula, (5) is written in the impat parameter spae.5 The same argument applies for any hadron�hadron ollision.



2638 A. BialasTo estimate hsoft0 + hardjT jjsoft0 + hardi we observe that it an be treatedas amplitude for sattering of a system omposed of two objets: the softpartons from the inident proton and the hard partons whih deay into theobserved �nal jets. One an thus apply the Glauber presription [15℄ andwrite6 hsoft0 + hardjT jsoft0 + hardi = hsoft0jT jsoft0i+hhardjT jhardi � hhardjT jhardihsoft0jT jsoft0i : (9)Assuming, furthermore, thathsoft0jT jsoft0i � hsoftjT jsofti (10)we see that the soft amplitudes in (7) anel and we obtainhP 0 + jetsjT jP i = "hhardjT jhardi (1� hP jT jP i) ; (11)where we have used (8).When ompared to (5), this formula explains the breakdown of thefatorization between the (virtual)photon-indued and hadron-indued pro-esses. The fator (1 � hP jT jP i) is usually interpreted as �absorption� ofthe initial state partiles. One sees, however, from its derivation that it isatually a result of rather subtle anellations between the interations inthe initial and �nal states.5. Using (3) and the formula for (2�2) sattering [16℄, it is also not di�-ult to alulate the result for the proess of double di�ration dissoiation.It reads hP 0L + JL; P 0R + JRjT jPL; PRi = "L"R[1� hP jT jP i℄[1� (1� JL)(1� JR)(1 � JLR)℄ ; (12)where the subsripts (L,R) denote left-moving and right-moving objets.JL(JR) is the elasti amplitude for sattering of the left(right)-moving hardjet system on the right(left)-moving proton, and JLR is the elasti amplitudefor sattering of the left-moving hard jet system on the right-moving one.This formula is fairly ompliated but it an be substantially simpli�ed byobserving that the hard jet systems are represented by small size dipoles(beause of large transverse momenta of the jets) and thus the orrespondingelasti amplitudes are expeted to be small. In the �rst approximation (i.e.negleting JLR and the higher powers of JL and JR) one obtainshP 0L + JL; P 0R + JRjT jPL; PRi � "L"R[1� hP jT jP i℄(JL + JR) : (13)6 This idea was already proposed in [11℄.



Hard Di�ration in Lepton�Hadron and Hadron�Hadron Collisions 2639For the symmetri situation (and using the notation of the previous setion)we thus havehP 0L + JL; P 0R + JRjT jPL; PRi � 2"2hhardjT jhardi[1� hP jT jP i℄ : (14)Comparing this with (5) and (11) one sees that the breaking of fator-ization should be about four times less e�etive in the double di�rationdissoiation than the single one7. This result seems not too far from thereent experimental �ndings [17℄.6. To estimate the size of the disussed e�et we have taken the elastipp amplitude in the form suggested in [18℄hP jT jP i � F (t) = �tot8�2 exp[:25t log(s=4)℄(1� t=:71)4 (15)from whih one an alulate the impat parameter representation neededin (11)8. The produt "� hhardjT jhardi was taken as a Gaussian"� hhardjT jhardi � exp(�b2=2B) ; (16)where B is the slope of the ross-setion in the (virtual)photon-induedproess (3).The hadron-indued di�ration dissoiation ross-setion an then beexpressed as�(P ! P 0 + jets) = R �fatorized(P ! P 0 + jets) ; (17)where �fatorized denotes the ross-setion extrapolated from the deep inelas-ti sattering data, andR = 1� 2� Z dt exp(tB=4)F (t)+�2 Z dtdt0 exp(tB=4)F (t) exp(t0B=4)F (t0)I0(ptt0B=2) : (18)This expression depends on one unknown parameter, B � the slopein the momentum transfer dependene of the di�rative jet prodution indeep inelasti sattering. For prodution of heavy vetor mesons B � 4GeV�2 [20℄. One an speulate that this is a lower limit for B whih maybe approximately valid for prodution of jets with a small mass (large �)9.7 The fator 2 in the amplitude beomes 4 in the ross-setion.8 The exat proton form fator used in [18℄ was replaed here by its dipole approxima-tion.9 � = x=� where � is the frational longitudinal momentum transfer.



2640 A. BialasAs the mass inreases (� dereases), one may expet that B should inrease(the system beomes more ompliated and its transverse size is expetedto grow)10.In �gure 1 we show, plotted versus B, the ratio R alulated from (18),using �tot = 71:7� 2 mb [19℄. The reent phenomenologial estimates of R,given in [5℄ are also shown. One sees that the result is ertainly not far fromthe data.

Fig. 1. Ratio R plotted versus B. The horizontal lines represent the phenomeno-logial estimates of R given in [5℄.6. Some omments are in order.(i) One sees from the disussion in Setion 3 that the unorreted formula(5) is valid independently of the virtuality of the inident photon:The same formula applies to photoprodution and to deep inelastisattering. This emphasizes the (already mentioned) point: the e�etwe onsider annot be simply identi�ed with absorption in the initialstate of the proess.(ii) Using the ross-setions at other energies, one an investigate the en-ergy dependene of the orretion fator R. Taking �tot(630)= 63 mb,one �nds that R(630)=R(1800) varies from � 1:5 (B = 4 GeV�2) to� 1:2 (B = 10 GeV�2), in a reasonable agreement with reent datafrom the CDF Collaboration [22℄.10 This is on�rmed by the measurements of the inlusive di�ration at HERA whereone �nds B � 7 GeV �2 [21℄.



Hard Di�ration in Lepton�Hadron and Hadron�Hadron Collisions 2641(iii) In the numerial estimate of Setion 5 we have assumed that the dipoleorresponding to the two jets is reated at the same impat parameteras the inident proton. This assumption seems rather natural11 butsome deviations annot be exluded. They would inrease somewhatthe orretion fator R.(iv) Our result given in Eq. (11) resembles, to some extent, the �renormal-ization� of the Pomeron �ux, proposed in [8℄. One should keep in mind,however, that the Eq. (11) refers to impat parameter spae and thusit an be at best only approximately interpreted as the (orreted)Regge formula.7. In onlusion, we have shown that the breakdown of Regge fatoriza-tion between the di�rative prodution of hard jets observed at HERA andat FERMILAB is naturally explained in the Good�Walker piture of di�ra-tion dissoiation. The orretion to the fatorization formula is expliitelygiven in terms of the elasti p�p amplitude at small momentum transfers. Thenumerial estimates seem to be onsistent with the experimental �ndings.I greatly pro�ted from disussions with W. Czyz, K. Goulianos,K. Fialkowski, A. Kotanski and R. Peshanski. This investigation was sup-ported in part by the Subsydium of Foundation for Polish Siene NP 1/99and by the Polish State Committee for Sienti� Researh (KBN) grantNo 2 P03 B 09322. REFERENCES[1℄ CDF Collab., T. A�older et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 84, 5043 (2000).[2℄ H1 Collab., T. Ahmed et al., Phys. Lett. B348, 681 (1955); C. Adlo� et al.,Z. Phys. C76, 613 (1997); Eur. Phys. J. C20, 29 (2001).[3℄ ZEUS Collab., M. Derrik et al., Z. Phys. C68, 569 (1995); Phys. Lett. B356,129 (1995); Eur. Phys. J. C6, 43 (1999).[4℄ A.B. Kaidalov, V.A. Khoze, A.D. Martin, M.G. Ryskin, Eur. Phys. J. C21,521 (2001).[5℄ F.-P. Shilling, paper presented at DIS2002, Craow, May 2002.[6℄ W. Buhmueller, T. Gehrmann, A. Hebeker, Nul. Phys. B487, 283 (1997);A. Hebeker, Ata Phys. Pol. B30, 3777 (1999); A. Edin, G. Ingelman,J. Rathsman, Z. Phys. C75, 57 (1997).11 As long as the di�rative system is produed in the proton vertex. If, however, alarge rapidity gap develops (i.e. for jet prodution in the entral rapidity region,orresponding to �double Pomeron exhange� proesses) one may expet that theprodued system is far from the proton remnants in the impat parameter spae. Inthis ase the ratio R would be lose to 1.
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